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Diversity selection is a common task in early drug discov-
ery, be it for removing redundant molecules prior to HTS
or reducing the number of molecules to synthesize from
scratch. One drawback of the current approach, espe-
cially with regard to HTS, is, however, that only the
structural diversity is taken into account. The fact that a
molecule may be highly active or completely inactive is
usually ignored. This is especially remarkable, as quite a
lot of research is involved in improving virtual screening
methods in order to forecast activity. We therefore pre-
sent a modified version of diversity selection – which we
termed Maximum-Score Diversity Selection – which
additionally takes the predicted activities of the molecules
into account. Not very surprisingly both objectives –
maximizing activity whilst also maximizing diversity in
the selected subset – conflict. As a result, we end up with
a multiobjective optimization problem. We will show,
that the task of diversity selection is quite complicated
(it is NP-complete) and therefore heuristic approaches
are needed for typical dataset sizes.
A common and popular approach is using multiobjec-
tive genetic algorithms, such as NSGA-II [1], for opti-
mizing both objectives for the selected subsets.
However, we will show that usual implementations suf-
fer from severe limitations that prevent them from find-
ing quite a lot of possible interesting solutions.
Therefore, we evaluated two other heuristic for maxi-
mum-score diversity selection. One is special heuristic
(called BB2) that was motivated by the mentioned proof
of NP-completeness [2]. The other is a novel heuristics
called Score Erosion which was specifically developed
for our actual problem. Among all three heuristics,
Score Erosion is by far the fastest one while finding
solutions of equal qualityc o m p a r e dt ot h eg e n e t i c
algorithm and BB2. This will be shown on several real
world datasets, both public and internal ones.
All experiments were carried out using the data analy-
sis platform KNIME [3] therefore we will also show
some example how maximum-score diversity selection
can be performed inside workflow-based environments.
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